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Stimuli-responsive polymers functionalized with reactive inorganic groups enable creation of macro-
molecular structures such as hydrogels, micelles, and coatings that demonstrate smart behavior. Prior
studies using poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide-co-3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate) (P(NIPAM-co-
TMA)) have stabilized micelles and produced functional nanoscale coatings; however, such systems
show limited responsiveness over multiple thermal cycles. Here, polymer architecture and TMA con-
tent are connected to the aqueous self-assembly, optical response, and thermo-reversibility of two dis-
tinct types of PNIPAM/TMA copolymers: random P(NIPAM-co-TMA), and a ‘blocky-functionalized’
copolymer where TMA is localized to one portion of the chain, P(NIPAM-b-NIPAM-co-TMA). Aque-
ous solution behavior characterized via cloud point testing (CPT), dynamic light scattering (DLS),
and variable-temperature nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) demonstrates that ther-
moresponsiveness and thermoreversibility over multiple cycles is a strong function of polymer config-
uration and TMA content. Despite low TMA content (≤2% mol), blocky-functionalized copolymers
assemble into small, well-ordered structures above the cloud point that lead to distinct transmittance
behaviors and stimuli-responsiveness over multiple cycles. Conversely, random copolymers form dis-
ordered aggregates at elevated temperatures, and only exhibit thermoreversibility at negligible TMA
fractions (0.5% mol); higher TMA content leads to irreversible structure formation. This understand-
ing of the architectural and assembly effects on the thermal cyclability of aqueous PNIPAM-co-TMA
can be used to improve the scalability of responsive polymer applications requiring thermoreversible
behavior, including sensing, separations, and functional coatings.

1 Introduction
Polymers containing inorganic silicon functionalities, such as
alkoxysilanes, are a versatile class of materials that can be
used to develop films,1 gels,2 biomaterials,3 and particles4

with controlled properties. The inorganic functionalities can be
used to graft polymers onto surfaces5 and create intermolecular
crosslinks,6 enabling the formation of covalently-bonded, class II
hybrid materials and self-assembled particles. Of particular inter-
est is combining inorganic functionalities with responsive poly-
mers, which can undergo dramatic changes in conformation in
response to a variety of stimuli, including thermal,7,8 pH,9–14

electrical,15–17 optical,18,19 and biological stimuli,20,21 among
others.22 Because of these properties, responsive polymers with
inorganic functionalities have been used to develop systems for a
wide range of applications including drug delivery,2,13,23–25 sens-
ing,1,26,27 and controlled nano-assemblies.4,28
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Poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM) is a thermoresponsive
polymer of strong interest for incorporating inorganic function-
alities, as the polymer has been studied extensively for a range
of applications, including drug delivery25,29,30 and sensing.31–33

Aqueous PNIPAM solutions have a lower critical solution tem-
perature (LCST) at biologically-relevant temperatures (typically
near 35 °C), where the conformation of the chains dramatically
changes, leading to phase separation.34 Below the LCST, the poly-
mer is miscible and the water forms hydrogen bonds with the
amide protons. Above the LCST, the entropic drive for disordered
phase separation dominates, causing the polymer to become im-
miscible, expel solvent, and collapse into globules.35 The solu-
tions become opaque due to the globules aggregating and scatter-
ing light.34,36 Altering the solution composition and introducing
comonomers can change the balance of enthalpic and entropic
contributions that lead to phase separation, impacting the solu-
tion behavior of PNIPAM;37–39 thus, these highly tunable systems
can be adapted for a wide variety of applications. Beyond al-
tering the responsive behavior, the inorganic groups can be har-
nessed to prepare supramolecular structures and functionalized
surfaces/interfaces via covalent crosslinking.5,33,40,41
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Polymer thermosensitivity is highly sensitive to physical and
chemical alterations in both the polymer and the surrounding en-
vironment. In solutions of responsive polymers, small changes
in the solvent composition can lead to co-nonsolvency effects,
which drastically alter the types of transitions and temperatures
at which these transitions occur.37,38,42,43 Small alterations to the
polymer composition can also drastically impact the solution be-
havior. For example, the upper critical solution temperature of
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) observed in water/ethanol
solvent systems can be altered by up to 20 °C with low incor-
poration (6% mol) of acrylamide comonomers.43 Additionally,
modifying PNIPAM with hydrophobic end groups that are small
relative to the polymer molecular weight has been shown to in-
duce micellization below the transition temperature.44 Recently,
Ren and coworkers reported that having different moieties on the
α and ω chain ends can alter the assembly and aggregation behav-
ior of PNIPAM, leading to distinct micellization behavior depend-
ing on the end group chemistries.45 The inclusion of an azo end
group led to micelles with free chain ends, which caused bridging
interactions between the micelles above the thermal transition
temperature. This assembly behavior demonstrated a unique sig-
nature in calorimetry with two phase separation temperatures.45

In general, the occurrence of a phase transition in aqueous PNI-
PAM systems is quite robust, but small modifications can lead to
substantial changes in the assembly and aggregation of the ther-
moresponsive polymers.

The optical transition behavior of aqueous PNIPAM is highly
reversible, as the aggregates break up and chains solvate below
the LCST. Typically, a hysteresis is observed in the optical re-
sponse where the cloud point temperature upon heating (T CP)

is greater than the clearing temperature upon cooling (T Cl).46

Though in certain applications, the system may only need to re-
spond to a stimulus one time, repeated reversibility is crucial in
applications where the system must respond over many cycles,
such as separations,47 smart windows,48 or antibiofouling coat-
ings.49,50 Yet while PNIPAM solutions exhibit thermoreversibility,
prior work demonstrates that incorporation of inorganic groups
like 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (TMA) may lead to
irreversible structure changes upon thermal cycling that limit
stimuli-responsiveness.51 Polymer systems containing NIPAM and
TMA are of particular interest in coatings,52 nanoparticles,2 hy-
drogels,6 micelles,4,23,24 and other applications due to the com-
mercial availability and the structural control enabled by chain
growth polymerization of the monomers. Unfortunately, aqueous
NIPAM/TMA random copolymers have been shown to demon-
strate irrecoverable transmittance upon thermal cycling due to
in situ silane coupling,51 where the irrecoverable transmittance
is especially pronounced at high TMA incorporation. However in
this work, Osváth et al. 51 did not investigate the relationship be-
tween polymer architecture, assembled structure above the cloud
point, and thermoreversibility in solution.

Beyond random copolymers of NIPAM and TMA, polymers
containing distinct TMA blocks have been previously synthe-
sized.53,54 Mellon et al. 54 were unable to purify block poly-
mers containing PMMA and TMA due to silane crosslinking.54

Wu et al. 53 synthesized and purified P(NIPAM-b-TMA-b-NIPAM)

triblock polymers by using significantly smaller TMA blocks rela-
tive to the non-crosslinking monomer than Mellon et al. 54 How-
ever, the high dispersity of the reported polymers suggests that
inter-chain crosslinking likely occurred during purification.53 An
effective strategy to reduce undesired silane coupling is copoly-
merizing TMA with a different monomer, enabling the synthe-
sis of polymers of controlled architecture and narrow disper-
sity.13,23,24 Even in low incorporations, the TMA can be harnessed
post-polymerization to prepare supramolecular structures includ-
ing gels,25 particles,2 and surfaces.52 Note that while the acry-
lamide analogue of TMA has been polymerized via controlled rad-
ical polymerization,55 this silane-containing acrylamide is of less
significant interest for copolymerization with PNIPAM compared
to TMA, due to high cost and limited commercial availability, de-
spite potential reactivity advantages.

In this contribution, we explore the connection between poly-
mer composition and architecture to the solution assembly,
thermoresponsiveness, and thermal cyclability in aqueous PNI-
PAM/TMA copolymers containing low TMA mole fractions. Uti-
lizing reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymer-
ization (RAFT), polymers of controlled architecture, molecular
weight, and block configuration are synthesized using mild, one-
pot reaction conditions to reduce the need for intermediate pu-
rification and minimize premature silane hydrolysis and conden-
sation. As no prior study has measured the reactivity ratios when
copolymerizing NIPAM and TMA, here the relative monomer re-
activities are determined to directly connect polymer architec-
ture with solution structure and optical response. We examine
two copolymer architectures: random P(NIPAM-co-TMA), and a
‘blocky-functionalized’ copolymer where the TMA is localized to
one portion of the chain, P(NIPAM-b-NIPAM-co-TMA). Dynamic
light scattering (DLS) is used to quantify the role of copolymer
architecture and TMA content on the size and dispersity of aggre-
gates formed above the cloud point, whereas cloud point test-
ing (CPT) is used to track the solution opacity and thermore-
versibility over multiple thermal cycles. Direct imaging via cryo-
transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) is used to confirm
formation of distinct structures based on polymer architecture,
as identified in DLS. Finally, variable-temperature nuclear mag-
netic resonance spectroscopy (VT-NMR) is used to connect the
chain mobility during and after thermal cycling to the distinct
aggregate structures and optical responses identified during DLS
and CPT. By uncovering structure-property relationships between
polymer architecture and thermal cyclability, we establish design
guidelines that could be used to increase the utility and longevity
of these inorganic-functionalized responsive polymer systems, po-
tentially enabling scalable advancements in targeted drug deliv-
ery, sensing, separations, and energy efficiency.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

Acetone (>99.9%), 2-bromoisobutyric acid (98%), deuterium ox-
ide (99.9%), 1,4-dioxane (>99.0%), ethanethiol (97%), ethyl
acetate (>99.5%), n-hexane (>95%), potassium phosphate
tribasic (K3PO4, reagent grade), sodium chloride (>99.5%),
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sodium trimethylsilylpropanesulfonate (DSS, 97%), and 3-
(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (98%) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Dichloromethane
(DCM, >99.5%), diethyl ether (99%, stabilized), hexanes
(>98.5%), petroleum ether (Certified ACS, boiling range 40-60
°C), sodium sulfate (anhydrous, 99%), tetrahydrofuran (>95%,
stabilized) were purchased from Fisher Scientific and used as re-
ceived. Carbon disulfide (99.9%) was purchased from Acros Or-
ganics and used as received. Hydrochloric acid (36.5-38%, ACS
grade) was purchased from Macron Fine Chemicals and diluted
to 1 M with distilled water. D-chloroform (99.8% + 0.05% vol.
tetramethylsilane (TMS)) was purchased from Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories, Inc. and used as received. N-isopropyl acrylamide
(Fisher Scientific, 98%, stabilized) was recrystallized thrice from
hexanes and dried in vacuo to constant weight. Azobisisobuty-
ronitrile (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) was recrystallized from methanol
thrice and dried in vacuo to constant weight.

2.2 Synthesis

2.2.1 Synthesis of 2-(ethylsulfanylthio-carbonylsulfanyl)-2-
methylpropionic acid

Chain transfer agent (CTA) 2-(ethylsulfanylthio-
carbonylsulfanyl)-2-methylpropionic acid (EMP) was synthesized
following Schmidt et al.56 First, 7.22 g K3PO4 (0.0314 mol; 1.1
equiv) was dissolved in 103 mL acetone (1.388 mol; 48.6 equiv)
in a 500 mL round bottom flask. Under dynamic nitrogen flow,
2.47 mL ethanethiol (0.0343 mol; 1.2 equiv) was injected and
the flask stirred for 20 minutes at room temperature. 5.17 mL
carbon disulfide (0.0857 mol; 3 equiv) was then injected and
stirred for 20 minutes. Following the addition of carbon disulfide,
the solution turned yellow. The vessel was then cooled in an
ice bath for 5 minutes, after which 4.77 g 2-bromoisobutyric
acid (0.0285 mol; 1 equiv) was added. The reactor was stirred
overnight at room temperature under inert conditions. After
approximately 18 hours, 348.2 mL 1 M HCl (0.0348 mol acid;
12.19 equiv) was added and the aqueous phase was extracted
with 300 mL DCM. The organic phase was then washed once with
HPLC grade water (approximately 250 mL) and twice with 10%
wt. sodium chloride brine solution (250 mL each). The organic
phase was then dried using sodium sulfate for 20 minutes. The
sodium sulfate was removed via vacuum filtration and the filtrate
was condensed with rotary evaporation, leaving an oily yellow
product. This product was purified via column chromatography
with silica gel and using an eluant solution of n-hexane:ethyl
acetate (2:1 vol:vol). Yellow bands corresponding to EMP were
collected and dried with rotary evaporation. The product was
recrystallized in n-hexane and dried in vacuo, yielding a yellow
crystalline product. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) 11.09
(s, 1H), 3.30 (q, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 1.73 (s, 6H), 1.34 (t, J = 7.4
Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) 179.09, 55.62,
31.28, 25.21, 12.88. Spectra shown in SI.1.1.

2.2.2 Copolymer synthesis

All polymers in this contribution were synthesized via reversible
addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization (RAFT) us-

ing EMP as the CTA and azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) as the ini-
tiator. The following procedure describes a synthesis of P(NIPAM-
co-TMA) with Mn = 50 kDa and FTMA = 4% mol. In other syn-
theses, FTMA was varied by altering the monomer feedstock com-
position. Stock solutions of EMP and AIBN in 1,4-dioxane were
prepared at 25 mg/mL and 1 mg/mL, respectively. 3.26 g NIPAM
(28.8 mmol), 0.285 mL TMA (1.2 mmol), 448.7 µL EMP stock
solution (0.05 mmol), 821 µL stock solution AIBN (0.005 mmol),
and 13.7 mL 1,4-dioxane were added to a 25 mL polymerization
flask, yielding [M]0 = 2 M. A stir bar was added and the flask
sealed with a septum. The flask was then agitated vigorously to
dissolve the NIPAM. Once the reaction mixture was clear, the so-
lution was degassed via three freeze/pump/thaw cycles. A slight
positive pressure of nitrogen was maintained to prevent oxygen
contamination. A zero-time aliquot was withdrawn to confirm
the initial monomer feedstock composition via NMR. The flask
was then lowered into a 70 °C oil bath and stirred vigorously.
Reaction conversion was monitored by 1H NMR and SEC with
regularly drawn aliquots. The reaction was typically quenched
between 75-85% conversion, typically around 3.5 h, in liquid ni-
trogen and opened to air. For purification procedure, see SI.2.

2.2.3 One-pot synthesis: blocky-functionalized copolymers

Blocky-functionalized copolymers were synthesized by initiating
a NIPAM homopolymerization and then injecting TMA later in
the reaction. Given the small volume of TMA injected, no addi-
tional degassing was required. The NIPAM homopolymerization
was initiated after degassing and reacted to 30-50% conversion
(typically 1.5 h to 2.5 h) prior to injecting the TMA. Aliquots were
withdrawn for characterization via SEC and NMR to measure Mn

of the PNIPAM homopolymer block and the feedstock ratio after
injection, and to estimate NIPAM conversion. A general reaction
scheme is shown in Scheme 1.

2.3 Reactivity ratio measurement

Reactivity ratios were estimated using a series of reactions with
different monomer feedstocks of NIPAM and TMA. For each re-
action, the following stoichiometry was used: [M]0 : [CTA]0 : [I]0 =
600:1 :0.05 with [M]0 = 3 M in 1,4-dioxane. EMP was used as the
CTA and AIBN was used as the initiator. The following monomer
compositions were characterized, where f TMA is the mol % of
TMA in the initial monomer feedstock: f TMA = 5, 10, 15, 25, 35,
45, 55, 65, 75, 85% mol. The procedure for these measurements
is detailed in SI.3.2. Individual monomer conversions were mea-
sured via 1H NMR spectroscopy. The aliquot closest to 10% mol
total monomer conversion was used to fit the reactivity ratios.

2.4 Tracking monomer conversion via 1H NMR

The conversion of each monomer was tracked via 1H NMR (400
MHz, in CDCl3) during polymerization. The methoxysilyl protons
(δ : 3.57 ppm, s), shown as A in SI.3.6 were used as an internal
standard in both reaction mixture conversion tracking and in ana-
lyzing the final product. NIPAM conversion was tracked using the
proton trans to the amide in NIPAM (δ : 5.60 ppm, dd), shown as
D in Fig. SI.3.7. The proton trans to the ester in TMA (δ : 5.53
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Fig. 1 Synthetic scheme for blocky-functionalized PNIPAM-co-TMA copolymers.

ppm, t), labelled B, was used to monitor TMA conversion. The use
of these peaks for conversion tracking was confirmed by compar-
ing the individual monomer conversions at the end of a reaction
to the composition of the final product, as discussed below. The
alkene peak assignments discussed in this section have been con-
firmed using 2D NMR techniques, discussed in SI.3.8. Tracking
monomer conversion from the reaction feedstock enables mea-
suring the monomer incorporation into the copolymer, and thus
estimating the reactivity ratios, without needing to purify copoly-
mers with high TMA content.

2.5 SEC-MALS

Size exclusion chromatography with multi-angle light scattering
(SEC-MALS) was used to characterize the molecular weight, mo-
lar mass distribution (MMD), and dispersity (Ð) of the synthe-
sized polymers. Measurements were obtained using an Agilent
1200 series HPLC equiped with a Viscotek column. The refrac-
tive index detector is an Optilab T-rEX and the MALS detector
is a Wyatt DAWN HELIOS. The mobile phase is dimethyl for-
mamide (DMF) with 50 mM lithium bromide to reduce column
interactions in acrylamides. Samples were prepared at 1 mg/mL
and filtered through a 0.22 µm polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
syringe filter before analysis. To reduce contamination, the first
several drops from the syringe filter were discarded. For ho-
mopolymer PNIPAM, dn

dc = 0.0737 was used to analyze aliquots
of unknown concentration. This value for dn

dc was measured using
EMP-PNIPAM samples of known concentration using software as-
sociated with the refractive index detector assuming 100% mass
recovery and a known concentration. For all copolymer samples,
the dn

dc values were similarly measured with a sample of known
concentration of the purified final product.

2.6 Dynamic light scattering

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to characterize the hy-
drodynamic diameter (Dh) of the polymers in solution as a func-
tion of temperature, which is useful in monitoring the assembly
of unimers into aggregates above T CP and to elucidate permanent
structure formation as due to in situ crosslinking. Samples were
prepared at 10 mg/mL in triple distilled water and shaken at 4 °C
until dissolved. The samples were then diluted to 1 mg/mL and
filtered (0.22 µm PTFE) into PMMA cuvettes. This dilution pro-
cedure was used to increase accuracy when preparing the low
concentration polymer solutions. Note that room temperature
scans of filtered solutions at 1 and 10 mg/mL show similar unimer

size (Fig. SI.6.1). A Malvern Zetasizer nanoseries DLS was used
in size measurement mode. An automated protocol was imple-
mented which varied the temperature at the following discrete
temperatures: 25, 30, 34, 38, and 42 °C. After heating, cool-
ing measurements were taken at 38, 34, 30, and 25 °C. After
each measurement, the temperature of the sample was rapidly
heated or cooled to the next set point. To reduce thermal inho-
mogeneities, samples were equilibrated for 3 min at each temper-
ature before data collection. Three measurements of 10 runs of
10 s were obtained at each temperature. Autocorrelation func-
tions and size distributions were fit using the Zetasizer software.

2.7 Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy

Analogous to sample preparation for DLS, samples for cryogenic
transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) of N456/T2 and
N283[N113/T8] were prepared at 10 mg/mL in triple distilled wa-
ter and shaken at 4 °C until dissolved. The samples were then
diluted to 1 mg/mL and filtered (0.22 µm PTFE). N456/T2 and
N283[N113/T8] were selected for analysis via cryo-TEM because
these polymers displayed the greatest difference in size as mea-
sured by DLS, and could thus inform the range of sizes and struc-
tures observed in the TMA-containing PNIPAM. The solutions
were equilibrated at 42 °C for approximately 10 minutes prior
to deposition (3 µL) onto perforated carbon support film on a
copper TEM grid (lacey Formvar/ carbon films on plasma treated,
200 mesh Cu grids, Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA, U.S.A). Sample
deposition and blotting were performed in a FEI Vitrobot system
(Thermo Fisher Scientific), kept at 42 °C and 100% relative hu-
midity. After blotting, the grids were plunged into liquid ethane
at its freezing point for vitrification. The specimens were exam-
ined by FEI Tecnai G2 F30 field emission gun TEM, operated at
an accelerating voltage of 300 kV, using a Gatan 626 cryo-holder,
maintained at –175 °C. Images were digitally recorded using a
Gatan UltraScan 4000 4k by 4k CCD camera.

Micrographs were analyzed using ImageJ software to deter-
mine the structure sizes and distributions for each sample. The
area of each visible structure was determined using the ellipse
tool, from which an average diameter (assuming a circular area)
is calculated, denoted DTEM. Overlapping structures were distin-
guished from merging structures by the intensity change in the
overlapping region and were sized individually.
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2.8 Cloud point testing

To quantify the thermoresponsiveness of each polymer solution,
cloud point testing was used to measure light transmittance as a
function of temperature; measurements using a violet laser (405
nm, 5 mW) (see SI.8.1) were confirmed with supplementary ex-
periments using a red laser (650 nm, 5 mW). Samples were pre-
pared by dissolving the polymers in triple distilled water at 10
mg/mL. The samples were then shaken at 4 °C until dissolved and
then filtered through glass wool into PMMA cuvettes. A series of
temperature ramps and equilibration steps were then performed
using an automated script to reduce inconsistencies between ex-
periments. Given that the extent of silane hydrolysis depends
both on time and temperature, standardizing equilibration times
between temperature ramps enables comparisons between sam-
ples. First, the temperature of the sample was set to 20 °C and
equilibrated for 5 minutes. Then, the sample was heated at a rate
of 0.2 °C/min to 45 °C. Prior to cooling, the sample was held at
45 °C for 5 minutes. The sample was then cooled to 20 °C at
0.2 °C/min. This heating/cooling cycle was typically repeated 3
more times to characterize the changes in thermal response due
to temperature cycling.

Cloud (T CP) and clearing point (T Cl) temperatures were de-
termined by taking the inflection point in the transmittance mea-
surements (see SI.9). To characterize this inflection point of the
transition and the transition widths during heating and cooling
in CPT experiments, a Lorentz peak was fit to the smoothed first
derivative of transmission with respect to temperature (see Fig.
S71). From these fits, four parameters were extracted: T CP, T Cl,
heating transition width (wH), and cooling transition width (wC).
T CP and T Cl were extracted from Lorentz peak maxima, where
wH and wC were extracted from the full width at half maximum.

2.9 Variable-temperature NMR (VT-NMR)

Samples for VT-NMR experiments were prepared by dissolving
the purified polymers into D2O at 10 mg/mL with 0.01 mg/mL
of sodium trimethylsilylpropanesulfonate (DSS) as the reference
standard. The solutions were agitated at 4 °C until homogeneous.
The solution was filtered through glass wool before adding to the
NMR tube. All variable-temperature NMR (VT-NMR) experiments
were performed on a Bruker Avance III 500 equipped with a 5 mm
BBFO "SmartProbe" with z-axis gradients. 1D 1H NMR spectra
were obtained at the following set temperatures: 296, 300, 305,
310, and 314 K. Note that these set points were kept standard
between experiments and the sample temperature was extracted
as described in the Fig. SI.13. Spectra were obtained in both
heating and cooling at the specified temperatures. The tempera-
ture of the sensor was allowed to equilibrium, then the probe was
tuned (1H = 500.3 MHz), the sample was shimmed, and receiver
gain adjusted. At each temperature, 32 scans were obtained with
a relaxation delay of 10 s. Approximately 12-13 minutes elapsed
between the the scans at each temperature, where the scans took
7 minutes, and the temperature adjustment/equilibration and
shimming took the remainder.

After obtaining the spectra, a standardized processing proce-
dure was followed. First, zero filling was used to increase S/N.
Then, the spectra were manually phased using the solvent peak. A

multipoint baseline correction was applied, where baseline points
were selected at similar chemical shifts to reduce bias. The DSS
peak was referenced to 0 ppm and the integration of the solvent
peak was normalized to 1. Note that this HOD peak shifts upfield
with increasing temperature, though the integration remains con-
sistent over the temperature range analyzed. An immobilization
factor, p, was defined by:

p = 1− IT

Iref
(1)

where IT is the integral intensity of a signal at temperature T
and Iref is the integral intensity at a reference temperature, where
all integral intensities are relative to the solvent peak. In these
studies, this reference temperature was the first scan at the low
temperature prior to thermal cycling.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Polymer synthesis

3.1.1 Determining monomer reactivity ratios in RAFT

To quantify the relative reactivity and comonomer incorporation
into the copolymer, reactivity ratios were determined via three fit-
ting methods: Fineman-Ross,57 Kelen-Tüdős,58 and least-squares
fit.59 Calculated reactivity ratios for each method demonstrate
that TMA is preferentially incorporated at all monomer feedstock
compositions (Table 1); measured instantaneous TMA incorpora-
tion and associated fits are shown in Fig. 2. Deviations from the
fits are likely due to slight differences in the overall reaction con-
version used to determine instantaneous monomer incorporation.

Fig. 2 Instantaneous monomer incorporation as a function of monomer
feedstock (blue ◦). While reactivity ratios from different fitting methods
vary (Table 1), all methods indicate preferential TMA incorporation for
all monomer feedstocks. Dotted black line is given as a reference to ideal
copolymerization, where the two reactivity ratios are equal.

Table 1 Reactivity ratios fit using common methods.

Fitting method rTMA rNIPAM
Fineman-Ross 2.1 0.38
Kelen-Tüdős 2.6 0.51
least squares 3.7 0.58

Monomer conversions were monitored with 1H NMR to track
the change in integral intensity of the monomer alkene peaks in
time, eliminating the need to purify polymer products of high
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TMA content. As TMA incorporates into the copolymer at a higher
rate than NIPAM, the feedstock composition drifts with reaction
conversion. As a result, copolymers likely have a slight gradi-
ent in composition, where one end of the chain has a higher
density of TMA than the other; though, due to the low TMA
content in the monomer feedstock, the effect is likely minimal.
The copolymerization of NIPAM and TMA is moderately ideal, as
rTMA · rNIPAM ≈ 1, but rTMA > 1 and rNIPAM < 1.60 This moderately
ideal copolymerization suggests that the monomers have similar
relative reactivity, with a propensity to incorporate higher quanti-
ties of TMA in the copolymer.

Given the lower general rate of polymerization of methacry-
lates in comparison to acrylamides, the expected result would be
preferential incorporation of the NIPAM (see SI.3.1 for more de-
tail).51,60 The discrepancy between prediction and observation
can be attributed to the differences in monomer chemical struc-
ture and the RAFT polymerization conditions. Compared to free
radical polymerization, the inclusion of a chain transfer agent
has been reported to alter the reactivity of the comonomers;59,61

further studies are necessary to decouple potential contributions
from both CTA and solvent. For systems in this study, this surpris-
ing result is advantageous, as TMA incorporation in the polymers
is low. If the reactivity ratios were reversed, synthesizing these
copolymers would be difficult due to the preferred incorporation
of NIPAM in addition to the predominantly NIPAM feedstocks.

3.1.2 Polymer characterization via 1H NMR

Thermosensitive behavior, cyclability, and structure-formation
were explored extensively for random copolymers and blocky-
functionalized copolymers at low TMA contents only (≤3.5%
mol), given previous reports of irreversible structure formation
and loss of thermosensitivity at high TMA contents due to silane
coupling.51 Note that higher TMA content polymers are difficult
to synthesize and purify while maintaining products of controlled
Ð; see SI.5.1 for data on higher TMA contents. Copolymers and
blocky-functionalized copolymers were synthesized via a one-pot
procedure to increase scalability and to reduce intermediate pu-
rification, which could cause undesired silane hydrolysis. A prod-
uct summary is given in Table 2; all copolymers had similar Mn

(47-55 kDa). To calculate the molar content of TMA in the puri-
fied polymer, FTMA, the following equation is used:

FTMA = 1−
I4 ppm−2
I4 ppm−1

(2)

where I4 ppm is the integration of the peak corresponding to
the methine proton of the NIPAM isopropyl group and the methy-
lene protons adjacent to the ester in TMA (δ : 4.0 ppm, b), as
shown in Fig. 3E and C, respectively. Note that equation 2 as-
sumes that the integration of the methoxysilane protons (δ : 3.57
ppm, s) is normalized to 9. Subtracted terms result from peak
overlap between the methine proton in the isopropyl group of NI-
PAM and the methylene protons adjacent to the ester in the TMA.
Two peaks are labeled D in Fig. 3 due to the presence of free and
hydrogen-bonded amide protons in d-chloroform.62

Osváth and coworkers51 report that several prior works fail
to account for this overlap, resulting in an overestimate of
FNIPAM,13,63 but provide no additional evidence. To confirm over-

Fig. 3 1H NMR spectrum of P(NIPAM-co-TMA) purified final product.

lapping signals, the 1H-13C heteronuclear single quantum coher-
ence spectroscopy (HSQC) was performed. In a spectrum of the
final copolymer product (SI.3.9), two distinct resonances of op-
posite polarities can be seen in the 13C spectrum at 4 ppm in
the 1H spectrum, confirming the overlapping signals in 1H NMR
spectra. Close agreement was found between the FTMA calcu-
lated using Equation 2 and the individual monomer conversions
from aliquots taken immediately prior to quenching the reaction.
Reaction stoichiometries and individual monomer conversions for
each sample can are listed in Table S1.

3.1.3 Polymer characterization via SEC-MALS

Size exclusion chromatography confirmed the successful forma-
tion of blocky-functionalized polymers and showed the purifica-
tion procedure had minimal impact on the molecular weight due
to silane coupling (Fig. 4). Given the propensity for silane hy-
drolysis and condensation upon exposure to moisture, minimiz-
ing silane coupling during the purification procedure is essential
to maintain a low dispersity product. Copolymers are all of simi-
lar molecular weight with low dispersity (Ð < 1.2, Table 2).

Fig. 4 SEC traces of N293[N143/T8] before injecting TMA, be-
fore quenching, and after purifying shows successful growth of TMA-
functionalized B-block; crosslinking during purification is avoided.

Three refractive index traces for the blocky-functionalized
copolymer P(NIPAM293-b-NIPAM143-co-TMA8) exhibit a clear
shift to lower retention times from the A block to the AB diblock,
confirming successful chain extension (Fig. 4). This polymer
is denoted N293[N143/T8], and consists of a final product with
Mn = 50.1 kDa, Ð = 1.10, and overall TMA fraction FTMA,AB =

1.9% mol. As seen in Fig. 4, the trace from an aliquot taken im-
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Table 2 Table listing synthetic products of controlled dispersity. See Table S1 for reaction stoichiometries and monomer conversions.

Polymer Abbreviation Mn
a (kDa) Ða FTMA,AB

b (% mol) FTMA,B
a,b (% mol) T CP,1

c (°C) T Cl,1
c (°C)

P(NIPAM408) N408 46.2 1.13 0 – 34.0 31.2
P(NIPAM479) N479 54.2 1.15 0 – 33.1 30.9
P(NIPAM540) N540 60.7 1.09 0 – 34.6 31.9
P(NIPAM456-co-TMA2) N456/T2 52.1 1.11 0.5 – 33.1 30.7
P(NIPAM400-co-TMA14) N400/T14 48.7 1.19 3.5 – 33.1 –
P(NIPAM337-b-NIPAM88-co-TMA3) N337[N88/T3] 48.7 1.10 0.6 3.2 33.2 30.6
P(NIPAM363-b-NIPAM113-co-TMA5) N363[N113/T5] 55.0 1.07 1.0 4.2 32.8 30.0
P(NIPAM293-b-NIPAM143-co-TMA8) N293[N143/T8] 50.3 1.10 1.9 5.2 32.8 27.3
P(NIPAM283-b-NIPAM113-co-TMA8) N283[N113/T8] 46.8 1.10 2.0 6.6 33.5 31.0
aDetermined via SEC-MALS (SI.5). b Determined via 1H NMR spectroscopy (SI.4). cDetermined via cloud point testing (λ = 405 nm, SI.11).

mediately before TMA injection (black �) corresponds to the ho-
mopolymer PNIPAM A-block; corresponding traces after growth
of the P(NIPAM-co-TMA) B-block before (red #) and after purifi-
cation (green 4) appear at earlier retention times.

The traces of the unpurified and purified final product over-
lap closely with no major shifts or appearances of new peaks or
shoulders. The final product shows a slight decrease in intensity
at lower molecular weights (higher retention times), likely due to
the purification procedure in which higher molecular weight poly-
mer chains preferentially precipitate.64 The close overlap sug-
gests that silane crosslinking during the workup procedure is min-
imal and does not substantially impact the MMD. SEC traces of
the remaining polymers can be seen in SI.5.

3.2 Structural transitions relative to thermal transitions

Dynamic light scattering confirmed that blocky-functionalized
copolymers of P(NIPAM-co-TMA) exhibited structural transitions
corresponding to the temperature of PNIPAM phase separation,
resulting in the formation of aggregates of low hydrodynamic di-
ameter (Dh) with low polydispersity (PDI). Note that PDI cor-
responds to the polydispersity of the structure measured in DLS,
and not the dispersity (Ð) of the molar mass distribution as mea-
sured by SEC-MALS. Representative intensity probability distribu-
tions during heating and cooling are shown in Fig. 5 for a blocky-
functionalized copolymer with average structure P(NIPAM283-b-
NIPAM113-co-TMA8), referred to as N283[N113/T8] (Mn = 47
kDa, Ð = 1.1); for raw data from other blocky-functionalized
copolymers, see SI.6. While this polymer has approximately 2%
mol TMA, these repeat units are concentrated across ∼30% wt.
of the chain. At room temperature both prior to heating and fol-
lowing cooling, N283[N113/T8] exhibits a bimodal size distribu-
tion (Fig. 5). The low Dh peak corresponds to solvated unimers,
whereas the high Dh peak that forms reproducibly suggests that
some aggregation occurs at ambient conditions.

Upon heating to 30 °C, the intensity of the unimer peak de-
creases, while that of the larger aggregate peak increases and
shifts to smaller length scales (Fig. 5a), suggesting that unimers
begin forming denser aggregates as the chains collapse. Upon
further temperature elevation, the unimer peak disappears en-
tirely, leaving only a narrow peak corresponding to the secondary
structure. At the highest temperature (42 °C), the single peak at
Dh = 120.7 ± 0.8 nm with narrow polydispersity (PDI = 0.035)
suggests controlled self-assembly, as similar systems without lo-
calized TMA groups display a larger and broader aggregate peak
(Fig. 6a; see SI.6). For example, copolymer PNIPAM456-co-TMA2

Fig. 5 Intensity probability distribution of P(NIPAM283-b-NIPAM113-
co-TMA8) upon heating and cooling. Upon heating, the bimodal dis-
tribution shifts into a single intense peak. Upon cooling, the two size
populations re-emerge.

(N456/T2, Mn = 52.1 kDa, Ð = 1.11) under similar conditions has
a hydrodynamic diameter and PDI that are both three-fold larger
(Dh = 371 ± 4 nm, PDI = 0.12). In this latter system, TMA only
minimally impacts structure formation compared to homopoly-
mer controls (Fig. S56), given the average of two repeat units per
chain. As the two polymers have similar Mn and Ð, the increased
functionalization and localization of the TMA repeat units in the
blocky-functionalized copolymer leads to distinct aggregation be-
havior at elevated temperatures.

Additional DLS measurements on polymers with similar molec-
ular weights but different TMA functionality and architecture con-
firm that increased TMA functionalization and localization leads
to formation of smaller structures with narrow PDI above the
cloud point, T CP (Fig. 6, Table 2). However, all polymers transi-
tion from unimers to larger-scale structures upon heating (inten-
sity distributions in Dh at 42 °C for all samples shown in Fig. S55).
These temperature-dependent hydrodynamic diameters are sum-
marized in Fig. 6a for homopolymers and random copolymers,
and in Fig. 6b for blocky-functionalized copolymers. For raw DLS
data, see SI.6; for DLS on additional homopolymers given in Ta-
ble 2, see Fig. S57. In Fig. 6, a hysteresis is observed where
the transition back to unimers occurs at a lower temperature dur-
ing cooling (closed symbols) than upon heating (open symbols),
which is attributed to the additional kinetic processes involved in
aggregate breakup and chain solvation.46,65

The copolymer with the lowest TMA content, N456/T2, forms
the largest structures at elevated temperatures (Dh = 371 ± 4
nm, Fig. 6a), as the responsive behavior is dominated by the
PNIPAM character. A small decrease in aggregate size is seen
in N337[N88/T3] (Dh = 324 ± 2.6 nm, Fig. 6b), where a simi-
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Fig. 6 Structural transitions in PNIPAM-containing polymers (open sym-
bols: heating, closed symbols: cooling). a) Homopolymers and random
copolymers form large aggregates with PDI ≈0.1 above 40 °C. Differ-
ences in Dh and PDI are largely driven by Mn. b) For similar Mn, blocky-
functionalized copolymers have small Dh and low PDIs at T > 40 °C,
with both properties controlled primarily by TMA content. At high T ,
error bars are smaller than symbols. See Fig. S56 for PDI vs. T .

lar TMA content is instead localized. The structures formed from
polymers with low TMA incorporation above T CP are polydisperse
(PDI >0.1) and demonstrate Dh larger than corresponding ho-
mopolymer controls. This phenomenon could arise due to light
crosslinking effectively increasing the chain molecular weight,
while minimally affecting the hydrophobicity of the chain. Higher
incorporation of hydrophobic TMA causes a greater degree of
chain collapse, as seen in copolymer N400/T14 (Dh = 215.4 ±
2.5 nm, PDI = 0.088, Fig. 6a).

Blocky localization of TMA has a dramatic impact on aggre-
gate size at elevated temperatures, where blocky-functionalized
N283[N113/T8] forms the smallest structures above T CP (Fig. 6b).
This polymer has nearly half the TMA units of [N400/T14], but an
average hydrodynamic diameter and PDI that are nearly two-fold
and 2.5-fold smaller, respectively. Further, the blocky functional-
ized N363[N113/T5] has a statistically identical size and PDI to
[N400/T14] at 42 °C, despite having one-third the TMA content
and a larger Mn. These two comparisons suggest that: (1) Dh
and PDI depend strongly on both TMA content and TMA local-
ization, and (2) beyond increased chain collapse, TMA localiza-
tion promotes assembly of controlled structures, such as micelles,
above T CP. Micelle formation was recently reported in TMA-
containing PNIPAM by Wu and coworkers.53 These systems had
discrete TMA B-blocks, as opposed to blocky functionalization,
leading to core/shell micelles that formed at room temperature.
Further, the ABA triblock-containing micelles used by Wu et al.
formed large, polydisperse structures above T CP, and had higher
TMA contents than any blocky-functionalized copolymer here.

In other blocky-functionalized systems, small structure sizes
most strongly correlate with higher TMA content in the B-
block, FTMA,B (Fig. 6b, Table 2); see Fig. S58a for mul-
tivariate analysis. Here, the hydrodynamic diameters above
T CP are not as well-described by the number of TMA units
in the B-block or total TMA content, FTMA,AB. For example,
N283[N113/T8] and N293[N143/T8] both contain 8 TMA units in
the B-block. However, despite similar PDI, Dh is nearly 60%
larger in N293[N143/T8], which has FTMA,B= 5.2% mol vs. 6.6%
mol in N283[N113/T8] (Table 2). While N293[N143/T8] has a
7.5% larger Mn than N283[N113/T8], its Dh is much closer in
size to N363[N113/T5], which is ∼10% larger in Mn but has a

more similar FTMA,B (4.2% mol). Unsurprisingly, Dh and PDI
for blocky-functionalized copolymers are also strongly correlated
(Fig. S58b); however, no further reductions in PDI are observed
for B-block TMA contents above ∼5%.

To deconvolute these potential molecular weight effects, a se-
ries of PNIPAM homopolymers (Ð < 1.2, Mn =46-61 kDa) were
compared via DLS (Fig. S57). While both Dh and PDI at 42 °C in-
crease with molecular weight, the observed parameter ranges are
substantially narrower than those observed in TMA-containing
polymers. For example, above T CP, Dh for homopolymer controls
ranges from 277 to 324 nm with corresponding PDI from 0.12 to
0.17 (Fig. S57). As all TMA-containing polymers fall within the
Mn range of the controls, the observed differences in Dh and PDI
cannot be attributed to molecular weight. Multivariate analysis
of parameters associated with the blocky-functionalized copoly-
mers confirms this conclusion, where no correlation is observed
between Mn and Dh or Mn and PDI (Fig. S58c).

In summary, the size of the aggregated structure above the
LCST decreases both with increasing TMA content and with TMA
localization, where fewer localized TMA units (N283[N113/T8])
can more effectively reduce the cluster size than a large number of
TMA units distributed randomly along the chain (N400/T14). The
aggregate size and dispersity are affected by both TMA content
and localization, where constraining the TMA units to one region
of the chain can lead to the formation of structures nearly one-
third the size of those formed in homopolymer controls of com-
parable molecular weight. As TMA increases the hydrophobicity
of the PNIPAM chain, one possible explanation is that the blocky
localization drives formation of micelle-like structures despite the
limited number of TMA blocks per chain, where the core is com-
posed of the more hydrophobic TMA-containing block. These DLS
experiments highlight the surprising impact of low TMA incorpo-
ration (<4% mol total) on the aggregate structures formed in
PNIPAM above T CP, which is promising for applications requiring
a high degree of responsivity and cyclability that may be nega-
tively impacted by the continued coupling of silane groups.

3.3 Confirming aggregate structure via cryo-TEM

Direct imaging of the aggregates formed by copolymer N456/T2

and blocky-functionalized copolymer N283[N113/T8] above T CP

supports DLS results, further suggesting that N283[N113/T8]
forms smaller and more controlled aggregate structures than
N456/T2. Despite differences in the TMA content and chain con-
figuration, these polymers were selected because one formed the
smallest and the other the largest structures in DLS measure-
ments. Therefore, direct imaging could inform the range and
type of structures formed at elevated temperatures. Cryo-TEM
micrographs of both polymers show the formation of dominantly
spherical and merging aggregate structures (Fig. 7a-b,e-f; see
Figs. S66, S67, and S68 for additional micrographs); however,
N456/T2 displays a wider range of structure sizes. In particu-
lar, N456/T2 contains several very large structures (DTEM > 80
nm, Fig. 7d) absent from blocky-functionalized N283[N113/T8];
these observations are consistent with visual inspection of the
equilibrated polymer solutions prior to deposition on the grids,
where N283[N113/T8] is less opaque and has a stronger blue tint
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Fig. 7 Comparison of cryo-TEM and DLS results for copolymer N456/T2 (a-d) and blocky-functionalized N283[N113/T8] (e-h). Solutions were deposited
above TCP and subsequently vitrified prior to imaging. (a-b) Cryo-TEM micrographs of N456/T2. (e-f) Cryo-TEM micrographs of N283[N113/T8].
Black arrows denote merging structures, white arrows denote individual or overlapping structures. (c,g) The shapes of the DLS volume-averaged size
distributions at 34 °C compare favorably with aggregates sized from cryo-TEM micrographs (d,f). Note that the DLS volume distribution is used to
enable more accurate comparison to imaging, as intensity distributions are heavily influenced by large structures.

than N456/T2, indicating smaller light scattering structures (Fig.
S62). Additionally, the N456/T2 micrographs contain a substan-
tial population of small structures (DTEM ≤ 10 nm) observed only
sparingly in N283[N113/T8], which are likely small clusters of col-
lapsed unimers (Fig. 7d vs. h). The numerous small structures
present in N456/T2 likely exist due to the delayed onset of the
thermal transition in N456/T2 vs. N283[N113/T8]. As seen in the
DLS volume distribution at 34 °C (Fig. 7c), N456/T2 contains
at least two populations, with peaks near 30 nm and 280 nm
likely corresponding to collapsing unimers vs. aggregates grow-
ing through fusion, respectively. Conversely, N283[N113/T8] has
formed a uniform, large population at 34 °C (Fig. 7g), suggesting
a more complete transition. As both polymers show a single pop-
ulation at 42 °C, the broad distribution and dispersity in structure
sizes in the cryo-TEM likely reflects that N456/T2 has not formed
a stable structure size at lower temperatures. Therefore, the mi-
crograph structures correspond more closely to the DLS data ob-
tained at 34 °C, an earlier point in the thermal transition.

Interestingly, fusion events, where smaller spherical structures
coalesce into larger features, are clearly visible in both polymers
(indicated with black arrows in Fig. 7a-b, e-f). In Fig. 7b, these
events often appear as two spheres neatly merging or as several
spheres merging into longer structures with less curvature. This
behavior is distinct from overlapped structures, which is easily de-
tected by changes in intensity in overlap regions (overlapping and
individual structures indicated with white arrows in Fig. 7). De-
spite the fact that N456/T2 requires higher temperatures to fully
transition (Fig. 7c vs. g), several large-scale fusion events are
observed (Figs. 7b, S67), whereas fusion events are not observed
above a critical subunit size of DTEM ≈ 30 nm in N283[N113/T8]
(Fig. S69). While these large-scale fusion events are rare in the
micrographs and additional data is necessary to form definitive
conclusions, this observation is consistent with the much larger

Dh from DLS in N456/T2 at elevated temperatures (Fig. 7c,g).

For both polymers, the cryo-TEM structures are smaller than
those from DLS (Fig. 7d&h; see S66 for all sized images), due to
the differences between the measurements. First, the hydration
shell around the structures increases Dh relative to the true struc-
ture size. Additionally, Dh is a Z-average measurement, so larger
structures have a larger impact on the measurement than small
structures. Nevertheless, average diameters are extracted for
N283[N113/T8] and N456/T2, yielding DTEM = 27.4 ± 11 nm and
21.3 ± 15 nm, respectively. In contrast to DLS findings, the aver-
age diameter of N456/T2 is less than N283[N113/T8], which can be
explained by to the numerous small features in N456/T2 that do
not appear in micrographs of N283[N113/T8]. Thus to more accu-
rately compare the thermally-transitioned structures, the largest
10% of structures were examined, yielding average diameters of
DTEM = 51.5 ± 8.6 nm and 56.1 ± 24 nm for N283[N113/T8] and
N456/T2, respectively. Here, N456/T2 has both a larger diameter
and standard deviation, reflecting the larger Dh and PDI observed
in DLS at 34 °C and 42 °C. While cryo-TEM and DLS can only be
compared semi-quantitatively, direct imaging confirms formation
of largely spherical structures, with increased size and dispersity
for the largest structures in the copolymer vs. blocky functional-
ized polymer.

3.4 Impact of low TMA incorporation on solution opacity

To understand the stimuli-responsiveness and cyclability in low
TMA-containing copolymers, cloud point testing (CPT) was per-
formed over heating and cooling cycles. CPT is a direct mea-
surement of the changes in light transmittance of the polymer
solution as a function of temperature, thus serving as a assess-
ment of the performance and longevity of the polymer systems
in optical applications. Optical responses depend on TMA con-
tent, with blocky localization leading to distinct behavior on re-
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Fig. 8 TMA content impacts the transmittance response of copolymer
solutions (10 mg/mL) with thermal cycling: a) N456/T2; b) N400/T14.
Higher FTMA leads to irrecoverable opacity where low FTMA does not
significantly alter the thermal response relative to homopolymer controls.

peated cycles. Interestingly, blue hues are observed visually in
cycled TMA-containing samples (Fig. S79) and confirmed with
UV-vis spectroscopy (Fig. S70). These hues are likely due to the
formation of smaller structures with TMA incorporation that scat-
ter light via the Tyndall effect with a λ−4 dependence, consistent
with DLS results (Fig. 6). Thus a violet laser (λ = 405 nm) was
used increased the signal of the transmittance responses of blocky
functionalized samples, though select trials were also verified us-
ing a red laser (λ = 650 nm, SI.12).

Over four cycles, the transmittance changes and recovery for
N456/T2 (Fig. 8a) are similar in appearance to that of homopoly-
mer PNIPAM controls (SI.10), with sharp changes in transmit-
tance upon heating and a slight hysteresis upon cooling that pro-
duce distinct cloud point (T CP) and clearing point (T Cl) tempera-
tures. The similarity between N456/T2 and homopolymer controls
in addition to the high transmittance recovery suggest that lim-
ited structural changes occur during cycling, likely due to the low
density of TMA units that prevent significant crosslinking; this
proposed behavior is illustrated in Fig. 8a. Any light inter-chain
crosslinking would instead result in chains with a higher effec-
tive molecular weight, without restricting conformational transi-
tions. At higher TMA densities, like in N400/T14 (Fig. 8b), mul-
tiple inter- and intra-chain crosslinks can form at elevated tem-
peratures when chains are collapsed and aggregated, locking the
chains into a structure with reduced mobility and solubility even
when the temperature is lowered below T Cl. Here, a large drop in
transmittance occurs during the first heating cycle (H1), but the
transmittance never recovers above 20% upon cooling and the
sample retains an opaque white/blue hue (Fig. S78).

Distinct transmittance behavior upon cycling is observed in
blocky-functionalized copolymers based on B-block TMA content.
As in N456/T2, low TMA-content N337[N88/T3] also exhibits a
transmittance response upon cycling similar to homopolymer con-
trols (Fig. 9a), suggesting repeated large-scale structure forma-
tion with heating and aggregate breakup upon cooling. While the
optical response appears qualitatively similar to the homopoly-
mers (SI.10), a slight decrease in transmittance recovery and
increase in T Cl are observed over the thermal cycles. The full
decrease in transmittance is unsurprising, given that this poly-
mer forms large, disperse aggregates with increasing tempera-

Fig. 9 Blocky-functionalized polymers at 10 mg/mL polymer show dif-
ferent behavior depending on TMA content in B-block at λ = 405 nm: a)
N337[N88/T3]; b) N363[N113/T5]; c) N293[N143/T8]; d) N283[N113/T8].
A higher TMA content leads to a smaller size distribution above TCP,
suggesting that the limited thermal response with increasing cycle num-
ber in (b) is due to formation of small, well-ordered structures (Fig. 6).

ture, as observed via DLS. The reduced number and density of
TMA groups also suggests that any silane coupling would result
in minimally constrained chains and minimal permanent trans-
mittance loss, similar to N456/T2. However, light silane coupling
likely occurs during cycling for both polymers, resulting in forma-
tion of larger aggregates which cause a more pronounced trans-
mittance loss with further cycling; this hypothesis is supported
by measurements at λ = 650 nm, which exhibit a continued de-
crease in transmittance below T CP with increasing cycle number
(Fig. S77). Thus low TMA content does not substantially alter
the transmittance response for random or blocky-functionalized
copolymers, yielding similar behavior to homopolymers.

Increasing the TMA content in blocky-functionalized copoly-
mers leads to non-overlapping responses between cycles, shown
in Fig. 9b for N363[N113/T5]. This moderately-functionalized
polymer never regains complete transmittance at low tempera-
tures nor full opacity at 45 °C with each cycle; thus the transmit-
tance response narrows in both directions. Additionally, the tran-
sitions upon both heating and cooling broaden and shift to higher
temperatures with cycling. The difference in cycles is greatest
between the first and second; the second through fourth cycles
overlap more closely. A distinct transmittance response is ob-
served in N293[N143/T8], where the difference between the first
and subsequent cycles is pronounced (Fig. 9c). In cycle one, a
complete loss of transmittance occurs with a nearly full recovery.
Subsequent cycles show a substantially reduced response, where
the transmission does not drop below 40%. A similar response is
observed in N283[N113/T8] (Fig. 9d); the illustration in Fig. 9
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Fig. 10 Critical temperatures (left, ◦ •) and transition widths (right, M
N) from CPT for N293[N143/T8] across four thermal cycles. Substantial
increases in transition temperatures and widths are observed after cycle
1, and subsequently plateau on repeated cycling due to the structural
formation and subsequent silane coupling at elevated temperatures.

depicts the proposed response for both high TMA content blocky-
functionalized copolymers. However, N283[N113/T8] never has a
full transmission loss at high temperatures likely due to its small
structure size, retaining ∼16% transmittance at 45 °C during the
first cycle.

The optical responses of blocky-functionalized copolymers can
be rationalized by DLS findings, where smaller structures gener-
ally decrease the measured opacity at high temperatures. Similar-
ities between N337[N88/T3], N456/T2, and homopolymer controls
are attributed to large structure size and PDI. Intermediate-sized,
fairly polydisperse structures in N363[N113/T5] scatter light effec-
tively across thermal cycles, though the slight increase in trans-
mittance at 45 °C suggests minor irreversible structure formation
in cycle one. For blocky-functionalized copolymers with higher
TMA content, the structure size and PDI above T CP decrease,
substantially altering cyclability. For example, while structures in
N293[N143/T8] are similar in size to N363[N113/T5], the former
structures have substantially lower PDIs. In these smaller and
more uniform structures, silane coupling upon cycling could per-
manently fix structures that scatter less light and limit the ability
of PNIPAM to reconfigure as it expels water, reducing the optical
response. While these smaller structures still produce a transmit-
tance response, the low solution concentration likely prevents ag-
gregation over long length scales during cycling, consistent with
decreased responses at 650 nm (Fig. S76b). As N283[N113/T8]
forms the smallest assemblies by far (Fig. 6), a full transmit-
tance loss is not observed and a reduced optical response is seen
with cycling. However, the difference between cycles is less pro-
nounced in N283[N113/T8] than in N293[N143/T8] (Fig. 9c vs. d),
likely due to its initial compact structure size.

Unlike in homopolymers, the thermal transition widths
broaden and critical temperatures change with increasing cy-
cle number for blocky-functionalized copolymers. The transi-
tion width, w, quantifies the sharpness of the thermal transi-
tion upon both heating (wH) and cooling (wC). The transition
widths are particularly sensitive to localized TMA content, as
dramatic increases in both wH and wC are observed for blocky-
functionalized polymers. The largest increase in w occurs after

the first cycle, where the transition broadening is attributed to
inter- and intra-molecular crosslinking. Coupling causes chains
to be immobilized in a partially collapsed conformation with re-
duced mobility, thus causing the transition to broaden in both
directions. In N283[N113/T8] and N293[N143/T8], wC increases
by approximately 2 and 8 °C, respectively (Fig. 10, SI.11). While
N283[N113/T8] has a higher B-block TMA fraction, its shorter B-
block length likely contributes to the lower change in wC upon
repeated cycling because a smaller fraction of the total chain can
be immobilized via TMA crosslinking. In N293[N143/T8] (Fig.
10, right axis), a drastic jump in w occurs after the first cycle,
after which the transition widths plateau with repeated cycles.
Although the change in transmittance with cycling is small for
N337[N88/T3] and N363[N113/T5], the transition widths with cy-
cling increase similarly to polymers with higher TMA content (Fig.
S74). In homopolymer controls, wC is larger than wH by ∼2-fold
across cycles and is relatively consistent across thermal cycles; see
SI.11 for more details.

As TMA increases the hydrophobicity of the PNIPAM chain,51,66

T CP was expected to decrease with TMA incorporation; how-
ever here, this behavior is not uniformly observed, likely due
to the low TMA incorporation. Wu and coworkers reported a
non-monotonic trend between TMA content and the T CP in ABA
triblock micelles,53 attributed to competition between the hy-
drophobic methoxysilanes and the hydroxysilanes produced dur-
ing hydrolysis. At high TMA content, the hydroxysilanes were
sufficiently hydrophilic to lower T CP. Given the unique assem-
bly properties of the blocky-functionalized copolymers induced
by few TMA units, the lack of a clear trend between TMA content
and T CP is not surprising, as factors beyond TMA content likely
dominate the transition behavior. In the blocky-functionalized
polymer samples, the T CP and T Cl increase after the first cycle,
and typically plateau upon repeated cycles (Fig. S74). With
the exception of N293[N143/T8], the changes in T CP and T Cl are
small, typically < 1 °C (see Fig. 10, left axis for N293[N143/T8];
SI.11 for other samples). These small changes are likely due to
the large PNIPAM blocks dominating the responsive behavior. The
observed increase in T CP may result from the decrease in mobility
that occurs due to the silane crosslinking (see Sec. 3.5), making
the aggregation of the polymers less favorable upon repeated cy-
cling. The decrease in favorability of structure aggregation is sup-
ported by the increase in T Cl and wC with cycling. T Cl increases
to a greater extent than T CP, indicating that the transition broad-
ening occurs due to earlier onset transmission recovery during
cooling. Osváth and Iván report that upon cooling aqueous PNI-
PAM, breakup of aggregates and polymer/polmyer H-bonding oc-
curs at higher temperatures (earlier in the transition) than chain
re-solvation.46 Therefore, the earlier onset recovery of transmit-
tance likely results from the breakup of H-bonding between ag-
gregates. While the chains within each structure are likely dense
above T CP, the interactions between individual structures are re-
duced, leading to an earlier onset to the aggregate breakup. Dur-
ing the cooling cycles for N293[N143/T8], the low temperature
transmittance behavior is similar between cycles; thus, the tran-
sition primarily broadens at high temperatures during the begin-
ning of cooling, resulting from the reduced inter-aggregate in-
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teractions. This effect is especially pronounced by normalizing
each individual temperature ramp, highlighting the similarities
in the low T optical response (Fig. S80). The small structures
formed in N293[N143/T8] and N283[N113/T8] (Fig. 6) may lead
to this earlier onset in optical clearing, as a smaller portion of
the aggregates are of a sufficient size to scatter light compared to
polymers that form larger structures, minimizing the aggregate
breakup needed to increase transmittance.

In summary, blocky-functionalized copolymers exhibit near-
complete transmittance recovery at low temperatures after ther-
mal cycling, though higher TMA content copolymers retain a
blue hue. While light silane coupling prevents complete recov-
ery, the large PNIPAM blocks enable chain rehydration below T Cl,
causing aggregate breakup and substantial transmission recovery.
In contrast, TMA randomly distributed along the chain reduces
the length of pure PNIPAM segments in N400/T14, more effec-
tively restricting polymer mobility and swelling once crosslinks
are formed. Even if the chains are able to hydrate below T Cl,
crosslinks between chains and aggregates can prevent structure
breakup, leading to permanent opacity. In contrast, the blocky-
functionalized copolymers display repeated cyclability, potentially
resulting from the large PNIPAM domains covering the surface of
the structures above T CP after the first cycle, serving as a physical
barrier to inter-aggregate crosslinking. Thus with cycling, TMA
likely continues to crosslink within the structures formed during
the first cycle, but the transmittance response is maintained due
to minimal coupling between aggregates and the high mobility
of the PNIPAM chain ends. The blocky-functionalized polymers
have similar trends in the optical transitions with thermal cycling,
where the critical temperatures and transitions widths increase,
with the greatest increase occurring after the first cycle. These
trends suggest the formation of compact structures where inter-
aggregate interactions are reduced, as evidenced by the decrease
in transmittance drop at high T and the earlier-onset aggregate
breakup during cooling. Utilizing blocky-functionalized polymers
in applications requiring consistent optical responses over numer-
ous cycles may be advantageous as the effect of continued silane
coupling is minimized in comparison to the random copolymers.

3.5 Architectural impacts on chain mobility and recovery
through thermal cycling

Variable-temperature 1H NMR (VT-NMR) was used to assess the
polymer mobility during thermal cycling by defining an immobi-
lization factor p, which compares the relative integral intensities
of protons corresponding to the polymer (Eqn. 2.9); here, p is ex-
amined for the four regions of the spectra labelled in Fig. 11. This
immobilization factor has been used by Spěváček and coworkers
when characterizing the micellization and thermoresponsivity of
PNIPAM-containing block copolymers.67 Here, p corresponds to
the fraction of immobilized units; at low T when the polymer
is a hydrated coil, p = 0. As T increases and the chains begin
to collapse, expel solvent, and aggregate, the proton signals de-
crease, causing p to increase towards a maximum of 1. In Fig. 11
the polymer 1H resonances for N400T14 vary in integral intensity
with temperature. At high T , small signals are still visible, likely
due to the residual bound solvent.68

Fig. 11 Stacked NMR spectra during cooling of N400T14 (D2O, 10
mg/mL) demonstrates partial recovery of chain solvation as shown by
the intensity increase in peak intensities.

Across polymers, the polymer mobility is high in all regions at
low temperatures (<30 °C, Fig. 12). Near the cloud point tem-
peratures (∼34 °C), the chains begin to expel solvent and collapse
from hydrated coils to dehydrated globules, increasing p for all
protons except those associated with the methoxysilane peak (B
in Fig. 11). Further increasing the temperature leads to nearly
complete chain immobilization (p≈1). Upon cooling, all samples
recover mobility to a degree; however the extent of the recov-
ery and the associated hysteresis depends on TMA content and
configuration. Curiously, the integral intensity of the methoxysi-
lane protons does not change appreciably during cycling (B in
Figs. 11, 12, S83, and S84). The high water content and elevated
temperatures likely lead to a rapid hydrolysis of the methoxysi-
lane groups, yielding hydroxy-functionalized silane groups and
methanol (see Fig. S81 for reaction mechanism). No change in
proton chemical shift is expected as the methoxysilanes are hy-
drolyzed to methanol (B in Fig. 11).69 If these protons are no
longer bound to the polymer, the signal intensity would not be af-
fected by polymer mobility loss, as methanol remains in solution.

The TMA content in random copolymers drastically alters the
temperature-dependent immobilization behavior, shown in Fig.
12a-b for N456T2 and N400T14, respectively. PNIPAM homopoly-
mers and P(NIPAM-co-TMA) with low TMA incorporation demon-
strate complete mobility recovery (p=0) upon cooling with lit-
tle hysteresis (Figs. 12a, S83a). Although hysteresis behavior
of PNIPAM solutions appears in other characterization methods
(see Sec. 3.2 and 3.4), this surprising absence of hysteresis in
VT-NMR experiments has been reported previously.67 The hys-
teresis observed in other characterization methods including CPT
and DLS arises from other processes such as aggregate breakup,46

suggesting that the recovery in chain mobility precedes aggregate
breakup and optical clearing. No permanent mobility loss is ex-
pected for PNIPAM homopolymer as no intermolecular crosslink-
ing occurs. While N456/T2 has ∼2 TMA groups per chain that
can form crosslinks, any potential crosslinking does not perma-
nently reduce chain mobility. When the TMA content is higher,
permanent immobilization is observed (Fig. 12b). In N400/T14,
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the greater extent of intermolecular crosslinking reduces the abil-
ity of chains to separate and rehydrate at lower temperatures,
causing a wide hysteresis and incomplete recovery. Taking addi-
tional scans at 24 °C upon cooling leads p to decrease slightly but
p never returns to zero, indicating permanent structural change
(28% irrecoverable mobility).

Blocky-functionalized polymers behave distinctly from the ho-
mopolymer and random copolymers, displaying a composition-
dependent hysteresis with greater immobilization upon cooling
than during heating (Figs. 12c,d, S84). The largest hysteresis for
blocky-functionalized polymers is seen for the polymer with the
largest B-block (Fig. 12d). Further, the hysteresis in tempera-
ture when p=0.5 is strongly correlated with the B-block molec-
ular weight; see Fig. S85 for definition of hysteresis parameters
and Fig. S86 for multivariate analysis. Narrower hysteresis oc-
curs in polymers with smaller B-blocks and lower TMA contents
(Fig. 12c). The apparent self-assembly and possibility of inter-
chain crosslinks at higher TMA contents likely contribute to the
hysteresis, by providing an additional barrier for rehydration of
PNIPAM segments in the B-block near the core of the aggregate
structure. However, nearly complete recovery is observed in all
cases, indicating little permanent mobility reduction.

Compared to the random copolymers, the blocky-
functionalized copolymers contain long blocks of pure PNIPAM
that are not constrained by silane coupling, minimizing the per-
manent reduction in overall chain mobility after thermal cycling
because the crosslinking is limited to smaller chain sections. The
B-block TMA fraction for N293[N143/T8] and N283[N113/T8]
(5.2% mol and 6.6% mol, respectively) is higher than FTMA,AB of
the whole N400/T14 polymer (3.5% mol), thus ample opportuni-
ties are available for crosslinks to form in the B-blocks. However,
while N293[N143/T8] and N283[N113/T8] have roughly half the
TMA units of N400/T14, both blocky-functionalized copolymers
exhibit irreversible mobility losses far below (∼1/10th) that
of N400/T14. Interestingly, mobility loss after thermal cycling
increases linearly with TMA content; see Fig. S87 for multivariate
analysis. However unsurprisingly, the mobility loss per TMA unit
is higher for the random copolymers, likely due to the larger
fraction of free chain that cannot be constrained by crosslinking
in the blocky-functionalized polymers. The free chain end
present in the blocky-functionalized polymers is expected to
have substantially higher mobility than the random copolymer
chains that can be lightly constrained via crosslinking near both
chain ends. Additionally, the large domains of pure PNIPAM
may provide a barrier to inter-aggregate crosslinking, leading to
higher permanent mobility than for a random copolymer with
equivalent TMA content.

VT-NMR findings of limited permanent mobility loss for blocky-
functionalized polymers corroborate CPT results, where blocky-
functionalized polymers demonstrated a high degree of cyclabil-
ity, even at high TMA content. The near-complete recovery of
p closely corresponds to the high transmittance recovery (Fig.
9). The high chain mobility loss across polymers with increas-
ing temperature demonstrates that the chains collapse and de-
hydrate to similar extents for all samples. Therefore, differences
in optical behavior are likely due to factors impacting the aggre-

Fig. 12 Immobilization factor p vs. T for a) N456/T2, b) N400/T14, c)
N337[N88/T3], and d) N293[N143/T8] upon heating (open symbols) and
cooling (closed symbols). Legend corresponds to assignments in Fig. 11.

gate formation, size, and breakup, as previously hypothesized.
The hysteresis observed via VT-NMR likely results from the addi-
tional barriers for chain re-hydration. In N400/T14, the regular
crosslinks formed at elevated temperatures effectively trap parts
of the chain in the globular state while also restricting the abil-
ity of the chains to reorient and form H-bonds with the solvent.
While the blocky-functionalized polymers show higher mobility
recovery, the observed hysteresis likely arises for similar reasons.
While TMA units are constrained to a portion of the chain, the
chains that do form intermolecular crosslinks are immobilized
at one chain end, near the center of the aggregate. Therefore,
when re-solvating, the chains need to overcome barriers due to
physical restriction and from proximity to the hydrophobic TMA
groups that discourage re-hydration. Additionally, the blocky-
functionalized polymers with higher TMA content form smaller
and more uniform structures at elevated temperatures compared
to the random copolymers (Sec. 3.2). The density of these struc-
tures provides an additional barrier to re-solvation while still al-
lowing for high recovery of mobility at low T . In the cases of
N293[N143/T8] and N283[N113/T8], the TMA content and local-
ization is sufficient to decrease the aggregate size compared to
other samples; however, since the TMA in localized to one chain
end, the chain mobility after cycling is not uniformly decreased
with inter-chain crosslinking, as can be seen in N400/T14. While
the blocky-functionalized polymers display additional barriers to
regaining mobility, the free PNIPAM chain ends provide ample
conformational freedom to minimize permanent mobility loss.

To further understand the connection between VT-NMR and
CPT results, VT-NMR hysteresis was quantified by extracting a
difference in temperature at p=0.5 (dTp=0.5) and a difference in
p at T=34 °C (d p34 °C) (Fig. S85). When compared to the CPT
hysteresis during heating, XH, the values of dTp=0.5 are smaller
across polymers, influenced in part by the isothermal tempera-
ture steps used in VT-NMR, rather than continuous temperature
ramps used in CPT. Despite differences in magnitude, these hys-
teresis parameters are strongly correlated (Fig. S89). While the
CPT hysteresis can be attributed to the kinetic barriers of chain
solvation and aggregate breakup, minimal hysteresis is observed
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in VT-NMR for homopolymer PNIPAM and PNIPAM with low TMA
incorporation. Though the optical transition may not be complete
at these temperatures due to presence of large aggregates that
can scatter light, the chain mobility at this point is similar upon
heating and cooling, suggesting similar chain hydration. The ob-
served differences in mobility at 34 °C may also be explained by
the CPT transition completeness at the temperature of the NMR
scans. For example, d p34 °C and T Cl,1 are negatively correlated
(Fig. S88), indicating that the higher the clearing temperature,
the more complete the transition will be at 34 °C, minimizing the
hysteresis. The lower clearing points and greater hysteresis in
polymers with higher TMA content indicate that these polymers
have a larger barrier to re-gaining mobility upon cooling.

4 Conclusions
Despite the numerous reports using N-isopropyl acrylamide (NI-
PAM) and 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (TMA) to pro-
duce macromolecular structures with thermosensitivity, the ef-
fects of P(NIPAM-co-TMA) chain architecture on this responsive-
ness had not been investigated thoroughly. Here, reactive TMA
groups copolymerized via RAFT with NIPAM were found to pref-
erentially incorporate into the polymer chain. Polymer archi-
tecture and TMA content led to distinct aggregate structures,
optical responses, and thermal cyclability. Dynamic light scat-
tering demonstrated that the synthesized random and blocky-
functionalized copolymers aggregated into large structures above
the cloud point. Smaller, lower dispersity structures were ob-
served for blocky-functionalized copolymers despite a total TMA
content of ≤2% mol, suggesting assembly of controlled struc-
tures due to localized hydrophobic TMA groups. In compari-
son to PNIPAM homopolymer, TMA-containing copolymers dis-
play distinct optical behavior depending on TMA content and
chain architecture, with only a few TMA repeat units per chain. In
blocky-functionalized copolymers, changes in transmittance over
several thermal cycles can be rationalized by TMA-driven struc-
ture formation and light silane coupling. Polymers containing
more TMA form smaller structures with intra-aggregate crosslinks
above T CP which scatter less light; however, polymers with fewer
TMA groups form larger, less well-defined structures that lead
to lower transmittance above T CP. Random copolymers with a
large number of TMA groups show a reduced thermoreversibility
with increasing cycle number, indicating that significant silane
coupling constrains the motion of the PNIPAM chain. Blocky-
functionalized polymers not only demonstrate greater optical re-
covery upon cycling, but also regain chain mobility upon cooling
earlier and more completely than equivalent random copolymers.
These findings demonstrate that low TMA incoporation can be
used as an effective strategy to control the assembly and thermal
cyclability in these inorganic-functionalized responsive polymer
solutions, which could potentially be harnessed to create a range
of covalently-crosslinked structures and modified surfaces with
well-controlled morphology and thermal response.
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